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This paper introduces mechanisms and algorithms for managing efficiently the resources of Time-Division

Long Term Evolution (TD-LTE) networks in a flexible manner enabling (i) dynamic frame alternation at

each evolved Node B (eNB) and (ii) forming virtual cells, which allow diverse resource utilization to users

residing within regions that can utilize resources from multiple eNBs. Our approach leverages the benefits

of Software Defined Network (SDN) paradigm for monitoring network resource utilization and allowing

applications or services to request resources. The resources requested by the applications or services can

be allocated on-demand by adjusting the Time Division Duplex (TDD) frames in different regions of the

geographical area being considered. This can be accomplished by creating virtual cells in the overlap-

ping regions that can customize service for the residing users. A simulation study has been carried out

to elaborate the benefits of this approach and the performance enhancements in comparison with the

conventional TD-LTE configurations are presented. The results indicate significant performance gains of

around 30%–35% considering both UL/DL directions respectively.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

The fast adoption of smartphones and tablets, combined with

Q2

2

the widespread deployment of high speed mobile broadband net-3

works, have led to an evolution of diverse mobile services, creating4

a tsunami of data traffic [1]. Mobile applications such as social me-5

dia and cloud services have changed the way humans communi-

Q3

6

cate and acquire information from the Internet, being also more in-7

teractive due to “always on” features, with higher uplink demands8

[2]. Equivalently, Machine Type Communication (MTC) applications9

introduce yet more diverse uplink traffic patterns communicating10

high amounts of small data, which raise certain Quality of Service11

(QoS) demands. Hence, emerging mobile applications and services12

require an increased degree of network resource elasticity to as-13

sure effectively different QoS demands.14

✩ Fully documented templates are available in the elsarticle package on CTAN.
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1.1. Motivation & problem description 15

Time-Division Long Term Evolution (TD-LTE) supports an un- 16

paired frequency band, wherein uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) are 17

separated in the time domain. Each Time Division Duplex (TDD) 18

frame may support a potential variety of UL/DL ratios, following 7 19

different configurations as specified in [3], offering resource diver- 20

sity for emerging data applications. Table 1 illustrates the UL/DL 21

configurations currently supported as per 3GPP TD-LTE. Despite 22

such UL/DL resource flexibility, the initial deployment of TD-LTE 23

involves a synchronous frame configuration across certain network 24

regions with all the cells offering an identical UL/DL ratio in order 25

to avoid cross-slot interference [4]. Such network arrangements ef- 26

fectively limit the advantage of UL/DL resource flexibility since it 27

imposes restrictions among neighboring cells. In response, the 3rd 28

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) focused on a set of enhance- 29

ments to address interference and accommodate traffic adaptation 30

[5]. These effort introduce cell specific mechanisms in the sense 31

that UL/DL configuration change takes place in each cell individ- 32

ually in a distributed manner with the goal to optimize uplink 33

and downlink network resources to best serve the local traffic de- 34

mands, assuming that user equipment (UE) are associated with a 35

single cell at a given time. 36
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Table 1

TD-LTE uplink-downlink frame configurations.

UL/DL configuration Sub-frame number

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 DL S UL UL UL DL S UL UL UL

1 DL S UL UL DL DL S UL UL DL

2 DL S UL DL DL DL S UL DL DL

3 DL S UL UL UL DL DL DL DL DL

4 DL S UL UL DL DL DL DL DL DL

5 DL S UL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL

6 DL S UL UL UL DL S UL UL DL

However, neighboring cells may introduce overlapping regions,37

where UEs can potentially utilize resources, i.e. TDD sub-frames,38

from different cells provided that interference is considered. When39

neighboring cells adopt a distinct UL/DL configuration, such over-40

lapping regions may offer yet another UL/DL ratio forming a cus-41

tomized unique type of frames derived from the UL/DL configura-42

tions of the involved cells, introducing in this way a notion of cell43

that is virtual, i.e. with no physical infrastructure (a more detailed44

description of the virtual cell concept is provided in Section 3.1).45

The benefits of virtual cells in enhancing the resource allocation46

efficiency of TD-LTE were shown in [6], which enables mobile op-47

erators to match closer the offered resources with the service de-48

mand. Nevertheless, such analysis focused on demonstrating the49

performance potential of a virtual cells considering a simple sce-50

nario of two base stations or evolved Node Bs (eNBs) in 3GPP ter-51

minology.52

1.2. Contributions53

This paper introduces the mechanisms and network manage-54

ment architecture that can facilitate a broader adoption of virtual55

cells in TD-LTE networks. It encounters also a closer coordination56

with cell specific adaptive UL/DL frame re-configuration, i.e. enforc-57

ing a selected frame re-configuration on particular cells that may58

enable an improved virtual cell formation, without compromising59

the performance of other existing users. Considering the network60

management architecture, this paper adopts the SDN paradigm to61
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• The analytical logic for allocating resources on virtual cells con- 88

sidering the amount of resource blocks that enhance UEs’ re- 89

source allocation and network utilization without compromis- 90

ing the performance of other existing users. 91

• The algorithm for forming virtual cells and enforcing TD-LTE 92

frame re-configuration on selected cells in order to overcome 93

pseudo-congestion. 94

• The simulation study that provided a comparative evaluation of 95

the proposed virtual cell solution with the cell specific adaptive 96

re-configuration and with the simple static configuration. 97

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 docu- 98

ments the related work. Section 3 introduces the virtual cell con- 99

cept, elaborates the network management architecture based-on 100

the SDN paradigm, analyzes interference in TD-LTE and defines ef- 101

fective capacity allocation for virtual cells, before presenting the 102

TD-LTE elastic resource management algorithm. Section 4 presents 103

the simulation setup and analyzes the results. Finally, Section 5 104

concludes our work and provides further research directions. 105

2. Related work 106

In the initial TD-LTE deployments, each cell supported an iden- 107

tical TDD frame that matches best the estimated long term UL/DL 108

traffic demands. This synchronized operation across a network re- 109

gion of eNBs offers a uniform constant UL/DL ratio providing a 110

sim 111

imp 12

dlin 13
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flex 117
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fere 19
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int 21
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24
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ag
ilitate a fine-grained network resource control based-on a global

work view, which also enables application and service providers

acquire QoS and resources via the Application-Controller Plane

erfaces (A-CPI) [7]. Although this later feature is not explicitly

lored into this work, the proposed mechanisms can accom-

date on-demand resource allocation, which reflects the generic

e for OTT resource acquisition via the use of the A-CPI.

Based-on this information, and on knowledge of incoming re-

sts from application and service providers, the SDN controller:

feeds an algorithm, which identifies the TD-LTE frame configu-

ion for particular eNBs inside the radio access network and (ii)

orces such a new TD-LTE frame configuration at the selected

Bs allowing in this way a more efficient resource management

h the option of enabling virtual cells at desired locations.
In particular, the contributions of this paper are:

A framework for adopting the SDN paradigm for virtual cells

considering a macro cellular deployment scenario, where SDN

is used to enforce a re-configuration of the UL/DL TDD ratio at

particular eNBs, in order to secure resources for virtual cells.

Such resources can serve the required traffic demands as close

as possible resolving pseudo congestion, without increasing the

interference for all other users beyond a certain limit, i.e. mak-

ing sure that the overall impact of virtual cells is positive.

The introduction of an SDN network management architecture

that supports the monitoring and dynamic control of virtual

cells based-on observed traffic demands.

erin 26

me 27

int 28

hau 29
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ore

rela

ease cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An SDN

ement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.co
ple solution for avoiding cross-slot interference. Efforts towards

roving the flexibility of such a scheme concentrate on han- 1

g interference, which is the fundamental constraint against a 1

amic form of TD-LTE in where each cell is capable to adopt 1

ifferent TDD frame and change it over time based-on evolving 1

ffic demands. In [4,8], the challenges and benefits for adopting a 1

ible TD-LTE scheme are analyzed focusing on mechanisms that

amically change the UL/DL configuration on each cell at dif- 1

nt timescales to match the UL/DL traffic demands accommo- 1

ing power control and/or clustering mechanisms for avoiding 1

erference. Our proposal adopts a dynamic TD-LTE scheme, em- 1

ying power control mechanisms to accommodate interference 1

igation. 1

Recent advancements on TD-LTE investigate mechanisms that 1

to optimize the UL/DL ratio selection for each eNB, consid- 1

g a variety of different constraints. An asymmetric assign- 1

nt of UL and DL is investigated in [9], which aims to reshape 1

erference channels exploiting efficiently the available back- 1

l resources. In [10], a cooperative decentralized mechanism is 1

roduced that provides a local optimal solution considering in- 1

ntaneous data rate conditions and traffic demands, which are 1

hanged via reliable low-rate signaling among neighboring cells. 1

alternative approach that aims to minimize the information 1
hange among neighboring cells by enabling eNBs to perform 134

onomously an UL/DL ratio optimization based-on a game the- 135

tic method is introduced in [11], considering UL/DL delays in 136

tion with traffic load, interference and flow-level dynamics. 137

architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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Optimizing further the selection of the TDD frame considering the138

evolving Quality of Service (QoS) demands in terms of bit rate139

guarantees and packet delay is elaborated in [12]. The potential140

gains in throughput and reduced packet delays once each TDD slot141

is freely assigned as UL or DL instead of using one of the 7 pre-142

determined TDD frames is explored in [13], assuming the use of143

Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) capable receivers to handle144

cross-slot interference.145

An SDN framework for elastic resource sharing among a146

Frequency division Duplex (FDD) and TDD system enhancing147

flexibility and the efficiency of network resource management is148

described in [14]. This paper also adopts an SDN network manage-149

ment paradigm, but instead it concentrates on network program-150
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gram the network and provision resources for particular services 204

within certain times. Such a feature may advance the network cus- 205

tomization offering flexibility, scalability and ease in deployment of 206

new services and enhanced performance of TD-LTE systems. 207

3. Elastic radio resource management mechanisms for TD-LTE 208

This section describes the main components for realizing the 209

proposed elastic TD-LTE resource management mechanisms. Ini- 210

tially, the SDN architecture that manages the TD-LTE network is 211

described, followed by the resource management logic for creat- 212

ing virtual cells and the TD-LTE resource allocation algorithm for 213

re-programming the network configuration. 214
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ming aspects, i.e. forcing a TDD ratio re-configuration for providi

TDD virtual-cells, enhancing the user service performance and t

network resource utilization.

However, such proposals consider individual eNBs focusing

the means of providing a dynamic UL/DL ratio in an autonomo

way considering a various optimization parameters. Unlike the

cell centric approaches, our proposal stretches beyond a single ce

i.e. local optimization, exploiting efficiently the resource divers

within overlapping cell areas as elaborated in [6]. This enables U

to utilize sub-frames from multiple eNBs, i.e. forming virtual ce

that offer customized TDD frames, which match best their UL/

traffic demands. Performing radio resource management that com

bines dynamic TDD re-configuration with virtual cells in a d

tributed manner is suboptimal. Hence, centralized intelligence

recommended for efficient interference mitigation considering tra

fic dynamics.

Our virtual cell concept is also employed in [15], which adop

the SDN paradigm to enhance the user QoE considering the app

cation performance characteristics in a pico-cell environment.

particular, the QoE assessment function at the eNB contacts t

SDN controller when it identifies users that suffer a QoE degr

dation, which can be benefited from utilizing resources from mu

tiple eNBs forming virtual cells. Unlike [15], this paper provid

network programming operations, enforcing a TD-LTE frame r

configuration at particular eNBs for the sake of enabling a virtu

cell with a specific customized UL/DL ratio and provides an alg

rithm to address this goal.

A similar approach referred to as V-Cell, offers a combinati

of heterogeneous radio resources, i.e. macro-cells, picos and fem

tos, as a resource pool to UEs, which perceive such an access as

logical single macro-cell [16]. The network resource management

performed by an SDN controller, which maintains a logical glob

view of the underlying network in order to efficiently schedule r

sources across the entire pool of physical radio elements.

An equivalent SDN-based Radio Access Network (RAN) manag

ment architecture that relies on abstracting the RAN resources a

using them as a single virtual wireless access is also analyzed

[17], which also provides more details about the SDN controller i

cluding the main associated functions and the control plane mec

anisms. Effectively such components enable RAN programmabil

as considered in [18], which analyzes the SDN impact of separa

ing the control and data planes in simplifying the management

heterogeneous networks, considering mobility and QoS-aware ne

work operation. In fact, the SDN architecture offers the N-API t

wards application providers facilitating on-demand QoS provisio

In this paper a similar SDN paradigm is employed offering RA

programmability, which is realized by enabling a unified contr

for provisioning a dynamic TDD frame configuration at select

eNBs with the potential of forming virtual cells based-on the us

resource demand. Whilst our focus is on network programmabil

based-on network measurements and resource utilization, the pr

posed SDN architecture may potentially offer a customized UL/

ratio upon a request via the N-API, allowing applications to pr
Please cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An

agement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
3.1. Virtual-cell concept

The concept of virtual cell allows users to utilize subfram

from multiple eNBs, enabling the formation of a customized v

tual frame by deriving specific subframes from different eNBs th

can reflect best the user UL and DL transmission demands [6]. T

flexibility offered by this feature allows the resolution of pseu

congestion, while enhancing the user performance. Pseudo conge

tion refers to the phenomenon wherein adequate resources ex

in a TD-LTE eNB, but in the opposite transmission direction th

the user demand. Such a technique could also be beneficial for t

users that are outside the virtual cell region as it could free

additional resources for them to achieve their desired QoS. In a

dition, this technique not only exploits the spatial domain of co

ventional load balancing but also the time domain, to dynamica

configure the cell setup.

The adjacent cooperating eNBs in virtual cell concept appears

be as one logical cell with each eNB offering a different UL/DL co

figuration. This provides the capability to support multiple and d

verse applications within smaller geographical regions. It is wor

noting that the UEs cannot utilize UL and DL sub-frames within t

virtual cell region at the same time because of device and har

ware restrictions. The process of utilizing sub-frames from diffe

ent eNBs requires enhanced mechanisms to synchronize UEs a

align their transmit/receive modes accordingly. Therefore synchr

nization is required between the eNBs involved in the virtual c

formation to ensure that the data towards and from the UE a

pears as a single stream hence the virtual cell requires addition

signaling mechanisms for control purposes. A simple example

the virtual cell concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 where, a UE residi

within the virtual cell region is utilizing UL resources from eNB

and DL resources from eNB B to match its traffic demand. Speci

cally, the UE is utilizing UL resources from eNB A and DL ones fro

both eNB A and eNB B, creating in this way a new virtual frame

indicated in Fig. 1, which is capable to resolve pseudo congesti

[19] that would otherwise be caused if the UE would solely utili

the resources from either eNB A or eNB B.

3.2. SDN-based network management architecture

The SDN-based system aims to perform network resource ma

agement and TD-LTE programming considering adjustments on s

lected TDD frames forming also virtual cells. The objective is to a

stract the control plane from individual eNBs and logically centr

ize it, resulting in a collective resource management and control

eNBs’ resources, as described in [17]. To accommodate such a v

sion, the OAM accompanied by the Data-Controller Plane Interfac

(D-CPI), can facilitate periodic or on demand RAN state updates

order to help the SDN controller to form a global network vie

[7]. In particular, the OAM can provide the SDN controller wi

RAN topology information, UL and DL load and Key Performan

Indicators (KPIs), e.g. handover failures, latency, throughput, etc.
SDN architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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Fig. 1. A simple example o

Fig. 2. SDN-based ne

cified in [20]. The D-CPI, may additionally provide the SDN con-

ller with certain information related to specific rules including

nitoring, such as interference levels and the TD-LTE frame con-

rations per eNB [21].

With a global visibility across the RAN, the SDN controller can

ance the resource allocation, enabling virtual cells by adjust-

dynamically the power and subcarrier allocation profile of each

B. The SDN controller can assess the impact of a TDD frame re-

figuration in the overall performance of the entire network and

ectively enforce certain TDD frame changes at specific RAN lo-

ions, which otherwise will not be performed through the use

the local adaptive TD-LTE [4]. In addition, the scalability is im-

ved since TD-LTE re-configuration algorithms that may require

ignificant amount of data can be executed at the SDN controller

her than at eNBs, which have limited computational capacity,

iding also extensive distributed signaling among multiple eNBs

backhaul elements, while assuring stability.

When the SDN controller is notified or it identifies the need

a change in the TD-LTE arrangement, it ties to determine if a

-LTE frame re-configuration on particular eNBs and/or the use

virtual cells, can enhance the resource utilization. To accom-

h this the SDN controller is making use of the global network

te provided by the RAN info-base and execute the provided al-

ithm and network orchestration policy. It should be noted that
ease cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An SDN

ement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.co
virtual cell concept.

architecture.

algorithmic logic and orchestration policy can potentially be 2

grammed via the N-API or Application-CPI (A-CPI), where op- 2

tors have this degree of freedom and flexibility. Once, the SDN 2

troller determines the new TD-LTE resource allocation solution 2

ommunicates the essential changes on the TD-LTE configura- 2

back to the corresponding eNBs via the C-DPIs. Effectively, 2

s may alter the transmission power associated with particular 2

D sub-frames to assure interference mitigation among neighbor- 2

eNBs and facilitate the creation of virtual cells. Whilst left for 2

ther study and only considered here for the architecture com- 2

teness, the SDN controller may also allow application providers 2

program the RAN via A-CPI, enabling QoS provision for partic- 2

r services. An overview of the SDN architecture that elaborates 3

main elements of the elastic TD-LTE mechanism including their 3

eraction is provided in Fig. 2. 3

Since, network traffic interference conditions may fluctuate sig- 3

cantly even for short time periods, especially within the rela- 3

ly small virtual cell regions, due to user mobility, additional 3

tributed mechanisms should be considered. Such mechanisms 3

y relax the workload on the SDN controller, allowing longer 3

e scale tolerance on the TD-LTE configuration decisions pro- 3

ed to the RAN. Hence, local radio resource adjustments should 3

plement the ones provided by the SDN controller as long as no 3

ghbor eNBs are affected. 3
architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-

mcom.2015.12.005
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3.3. SINR analysis and effective capacity allocation for TD-LTE312

virtual cells313

TD-LTE systems are particularly sensitive to interference, espe-314

cially when neighbor eNBs follow a different UL/DL ratio, e.g. in315

the case of cell specific adaptive re-configuration and virtual cell,316

due to cross-slot interference. Cross-slot interference is caused by317

eNBs that directly interfere or among UEs in close proximity, which318

communicate in the opposite transmission direction [22]. Due to319

physical limitations of the radio frequency front end at eNBs and320

UEs, there is the need to avoid such cross-slot interference. In our321

proposal we achieve this via the use of power control and en-322

sure that the interference introduced cause negligible degradation323

in the user performance by computing the SINR considering the324

aforementioned interference phenomena.325

The SINR is computed for each user associated with a particu-326

lar eNB over the RBs assigned to it for transmitting the data. The327

expression for SINR for the UL and DL direction is given by:328

γ = Prx

I + N0

(1)

where, Prx is the received power in UL or DL direction respectively,329

I is the interference power and N0 is the noise power. In the UL330

direction, UEs that transmit data towards their serving cell over331

the RBs assigned by the MAC scheduler, may possibly employ the332

same subset of RBs that are utilized in the neighbor cell at the333

same time. Therefore, the interference experienced by the received334

signal at the serving cell over the RBs should be considered while335

computing the SINR expression in the UL direction. In the DL, all336

transmissions on the same subset of RBs coming from other eNBs337

are considered while computing SINR expression. The Prx in UL or338

DL is given by:339

Prx = Pt .τ.

(
d0

d

)φ

.ψ (2)

where, Pt is the transmit power in UL or DL, τ is a unitless con-340

stant, which depends on the antenna characteristics and average341

channel attenuation, d is the distance between the transmitter and342

receiver and d0 is a reference distance for the antenna far field343

[22,23]. The pathloss exponent is given by φ and ψ is a Gauss-344

distributed random variable representing the shadowing effects in345

ce346

347

3)

p-348

i-349

be350

UL351

of352

353

4)

he354

he355

b-356

a-357
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5)

he359

360

is the interference power of the UL signal from an active UE op- 361

erating in the neighbor cell k ∈ Jl at the UE operating in the serv- 362

ing cell l. The likelihood of forming virtual cells depends on traffic 363

load conditions in the UL and DL directions and on the resource 364

availability from neighboring cells, i.e. similarly to the likelihood of 365

providing load balancing. A virtual cell is merely a more advanced 366

means of performing load balancing in a TD-LTE network, since a 367

user can utilize partial resources from a neighbor cell in a particu- 368

lar transmission direction. 369

For enabling an efficient virtual cell formation, there is a need 370

for a mechanism to ensure that the resource gain for a partic- 371

ular cell is does not result in starving the users in another cell, 372

i.e., there is no negative impact of virtual cell configuration on the 373

users of neighbor eNB from where the resources are taken. To as- 374

sure this capacity gain and loss calculations are performed consid- 375

ering the effective bandwidth model presented in [24]. Regarding 376

the size of a virtual cell, there is no specific size in terms of a ge- 377

ographical area. Virtual cells are user-centric, with the number of 378

users served via a virtual cell varying depending on the traffic load 379

and the users SINR at particular locations and times, influencing in 380

this way the physical size. For calculating the throughput on the 381

serving link as well as the potential virtual neighbor cell. The ca- 382

pacity of the link S [b/s/Hz] in UL and DL is: 383

Si,k = min

(
Beff · log2

(
1 + γi,k

γeff

)
, Seff

)
, (6)

where Beff is the bandwidth efficiency, γ is the link-level SINR, and 384

γ eff the SINR efficiency, for a system with maximum spectral effi- 385

ciency Seff. For borrowing resources from neighbor eNBs and creat- 386

ing virtual cells, we consider a capacity gain and loss metric, sim- 387

ilar to the one considered in [25]. Let Rk be the total available re- 388

source blocks at a neighbor eNB k, β be the percentage of available 389

resources that can be borrowed, and γ i, k be the SINR experienced 390

by the user i with eNB k. The capacity gain by borrowing resources 391

and creating a virtual cell, Cg [b/s] in UL/DL is given by: 392

Cg = Rk · β log2

(
1 + γi,k

)
(7)

and the capacity loss Cl [b/s] for the mean user m of eNB k, having 393

SINR γ m, k (UL/DL), due to the user i borrowing the resources is 394

given by: 395

C = R · β log
(
1 + γ

)
(8)

is 396

en 397

is 398

B 399

400

9)

on 401

as 402

n 403

ce 404

es 405

Ci 406

407

0)

he 408

h- 409

ve 410

ell 411

ed 412
propagation with mean zero and variance σ 2
ψ

. The interferen

power is given by:

I =
∑

l �=o
Pt,l .τl .

(
d0,l

dl

)φl

.ψ (

While deriving the SINR expression for the cell specific ada

tive re-configuration and virtual cell considering the UL and DL d

rections, the cross-slot interference,that may arise, should also

taken into account. The SINR expression for both cases in the

direction for a user i connected to a cell l with respect to a set

neighboring cells Jl can be expressed as:

γi,l(UL) = PUL∑Jl
k

IDL(l, k) + ∑Jl
k,k �=l

IUL(l, k) + N0

(

where, IDL(l, k) is the interference power of the DL signal in t

neighbor cell k ∈ Jl observed at the serving cell l, IUL(l, k) is t

interference power of the UL signal in the neighbor cell k ∈ Jl o

served at the serving cell l and N0 is the noise power. The equiv

lent SINR expression in the DL direction is:

γi,l(DL) = PDL∑Jl
k,k �=l

IDL(l, k) + ∑Jl
k

IUL(l, k) + N0

(

where, IDL(l, k) is the interference power of the DL signal from t
neighbor cell k ∈ Jl measured at the UE i in the cell l and IUL(l, k)

Please cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An

agement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
l k 2 m,k

The virtual cell is created with eNB k for user i, if Cg > δCl. Th

condition ensures that the resource borrowing is done only wh

there are some capacity gains for the congested cell of UE i, and

limited by the factor δ ∈ [0, 1]. The mean user SINR, γ m, k for eN

k having Nk UEs, is given by:

γm,k =
∑Nk

u=1
γu,k

Nk

(

The virtual cell creation decision is taken per UE, depending

its link quality with its serving cell having congestion, as well

the strongest neighbor cell. For a user i, with eNB o as its ow

cell, i.e. the cell that experience congestion, having Ri, o resour

allocated to it and eNB k as the virtual cell with Ri, k resourc

borrowed from the cell, the total link level capacity of the user,

[b/s] in UL/DL is given by:

Ci =
∑
c=i,k

Ri,c · Si,c (1

If the capacity gain and loss condition is satisfied only then t

required resources β are borrowed to resolve the congestion, ot

erwise the users are served via the standard cell specific adapti

re-configuration process. It should be noted that our virtual c

proposal assumes the use of two base stations since the propos
virtual cell concept can be built on the top of dual connectivity as 413

SDN architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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Table 2

List of variables used in the pseudo-algorithms.

Notation Description

l ∈ L Cell belonging to a set of total network cells L

o ∈ O Cell belonging to a set of congested cells O ∈ L

l[tp] UL or DL average active user throughput in cell a

tp(i) UL or DL active user i throughput

tpth UL or DL throughput threshold

Tc Time duration beyond which a cell with continuo

k ∈ Jo Cell belonging to a set of neighboring cells Jo of a

x(Jo) Cell belonging to Jo with maximum Rk in UL or D

Rk Total available resources in a cell k

Rreq Amount of resources needed to resolve congestio

β l Available UL or DL resources of cell l that can pot

F[l] Current TD-LTE frame of cell l ∈ L

SF Set of sub-frames that belong to a TD-LTE frame

Fn[l] New TD-LTE frame for cell l ∈ L

i ∈ Uo User belonging to a sorted set of active users Uo

vCellUE Set of UEs assigned to the virtual cell region

rx(Jo )
(i) Resources allocated to user i once associated with

γ i, o SINR experienced by an active user i residing in a

γ i, k SINR experienced by an active user i from a neigh

γ m, k SINR experienced by the mean active user of a ne

Cg Capacity gain

Cl Capacity loss

umented in [26], which introduces the concept of bearer split

cept involving two base stations.

. Elastic resource management algorithm for TD-LTE

The resource management algorithm aims to perform an elastic

acity allocation in UL or DL direction regulating the formation

virtual cells in order to enhance the users’ performance and re-

ve potential pseudo-congestion problems. The algorithm also in-

ds to maximize the throughput of low SINR users without caus-

negative effects on the QoS of other users, residing within the

ion of the serving cell or the surrounding neighboring cells.

The algorithm is executed at the SDN controller taking as input

global view of the network and the set of congested cells, i.e.

ls that experience congestion for a time duration t > Tc, where

is the time period beyond which a cell with continuously lim-

resources is declared as congested. The notion of congestion

the best effort traffic, where there is no strict service qual-

requirement, is accounted considering the minimum achieved

oughput. The minimum throughput thresholds in UL and DL di-

tions are used to detect congestion and trigger the algorithm in

er to assess and resolve the situation. The throughput thresh-

s in UL and DL are selected considering the service delay, which

uld be upto 300 ms according to [27] for the best effort traf-

Our algorithm considers the effective capacity, i.e. capacity gain

capacity loss constraints, which are dependent on users loca-

, so it takes into account the user position and potentially it

take into account user movements. Considering user mobility

clarify, that virtual cells do not intend to serve users with high

bility but rather stationary and low mobility such as pedestrian

rs.

The algorithm initially examines the set of congested cells with

objective of forming virtual cells, selecting the optimal neigh-

ing cell, which can offer the desired amount of resources. Dur-

this process the algorithm may also enforce a TD-LTE frame re-

figuration to resolve potential pseudo-congestion, if that allows

quate resources for forming virtual cells.

Once the cells that comprise the virtual cell region are selected,

algorithm examines which users should be associated with

h a virtual cell region considering the capacity gain and capac-

loss. The variables used throughout the proposed algorithm are

marized in Table 2.
ease cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An SDN

ement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.co
mited resource is declared as congested

ested cell o

ction

ly be used to form a virtual cell

incremental γ i, o order, residing in a congested cell o

tual cell borrowed from the selected neighbor cell x(Jo)

ested cell o

ell k

r cell k

orithm 1 Forming Virtual Cells: Neighbor Cell Selection.

O ⇐ set of cells l ∈ L with l[t p] ≤ t pth for time duration
t ≥ Tc;
foreach o ∈ O

Jo ⇐ neighbor cells l ∈ L;
x(Jo) ⇐ neighbor cell k ∈ Jo with max(Rk) in UL or DL
congestion direction;
if βx(Jo)

≥ Rreq

call Algorithm 2;
else

x(Jo) ⇐ neighbor cell k ∈ Jo with max(
∑

UL/DL Rk);

//check and enforce TD-LTE frame re-configuration
on x(Jo)

F [x(Jo)] ⇐ current x(Jo) TD-LTE frame configuration;
while x(Jo)[tp] > t pth

Fn[x(Jo)] ⇐ F [x(Jo)] with min(SF ) re-configured in
congestion direction;
if x(Jo)[tp] ≤ t pth

break;
else

F [x(Jo)] ⇐ Fn[x(Jo)];
continue;

end
end
call Algorithm 2;

end
end

The pseudo-code of the algorithm that concentrates on the cell 4

ection to form virtual cells is illustrated in Algorithm 1. In line 4

he algorithm collects the set of congested cells O. For each con- 4

ted cell o ∈ O it identifies its neighbor list Jo, from which it 4

ects the neighbor cell referred to as x(Jo) with the maximum re- 4

rce availability Rk towards the congestion direction, which may 4

er be on the UL or DL as shown in lines 3 and 4 respectively. 4

re, the goal is to identify a neighboring cell that can accom- 4

date adequate resources in the desired transmission direction 4

wing the creation of a virtual cell, which fulfills both UL and 4

demands. In this way, the algorithm tries to resolve congestion, 4
architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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while making the best use of the current network formation per-465

forming no changes to the TD-LTE network configuration.466

If the selected cell x(Jo) is able to offer adequate potential re-467

sources βx(Jo)
be used to form a virtual cell satisfying the resource468

request Rreq as shown in line 5, a virtual cell is formed and the469

algorithm then selects the users to associate with such a region,470

allocating resources based on their location and interference lev-471

els, as elaborated in Algorithm 2. Otherwise, the algorithm ex-472

amines the entire per cell resources irrespective of the transmis-473

sion direction 	UL/DLRk, with the goal to identify a neighbor cell474

with the maximum total resource availability and stores its TD-LTE475

frame as F [x(Jo)] according to lines 8 and 10 respectively. It should476

be noted that such a neighbor cell even in cases where it cannot477

fully accommodate the resource request Rreq, it can still provide478

the best solution toward resolving congestion, enhancing the aver-479

age user performance depending on the location and interference480

conditions.481

For such neighbor cell x(Jo), the algorithm in lines 11 to 19482

tries to investigate whether enforcing a potential TD-LTE frame re-483

configuration may enhance the resource allocation towards the vir-484

tual cell, i.e. βx(Jo)
, without compromising the average user per-485

formance, ensuring x(Jo)[tp] > tpth. In particular, in line 12 a TD-486

LTE frame re-configuration is performed, with the new TD-LTE487

frame Fn[x ] selected considering the current one, i.e. F [x )],488

ds489
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Algorithm 2 Allocating Users to the Virtual Cell Region.

1: vCellUE ⇐ ∅;
2: Uo ⇐ sorted set of active users in an incremental γi,o

order;
3: foreach i ∈ Uo starting from i with min(γi,o)
4: if t p(i) < t pth

5: Cg ⇐ Rk · βx(Jo)
log2(1 + γi,k);

6: Cl ⇐ Rk · βx(Jo)
log2(1 + γm,k);

7: if Cg > Cl

8: //allocate user i in the virtual cell region
9: vCellUE ⇐ vCellUE ∪ i;

10: βx(Jo)
⇐ βx(Jo)

- rx(Jo)
(i);

11: elseif Cg ≤ Cl

12: //do not interrupt user i
13: continue with next the user from Uo;
14: end
15: end
16: if βx(Jo)

≤ 0

17: break foreach loop;
18: end
19: end

Table 3

System simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

eNB ISD 500 m

System bandwidth 10 MHz

Duplexing scheme TDD

eNB Max Tx power 46 dBm

eNB Antenna gain 15 dBi

UE Total Tx power 23 dBm

UE Antennal gain 0 dBi

Path loss model 128 + 37.6 log10(R), R in Km

Spectral efficiency, Seff 4.0

Number of RBs, NRB 50

PRB size, RBs 180 kHz

Bandwidth efficiency, Beff 0.65

SINR efficiency, SINReff 0.95

File size (FS) 0.5MB

tpth (0.5/1) Mbps

tual cell region. Otherwise, the user remains constant, i.e. uninter- 530

rupted, and the algorithm continues with the next user until all 531

users i ∈ Uo are considered or the βx(Jo)
resources are exhausted. 532

The algorithm returns the set of users vCellUE that should be allo- 533

cated in specified virtual cell regions, the neighbor cells involved 534

and any enforced TD-LTE frame re-configuration associated with a 535

particular neighbor cell. It is also worth noting that the users al- 536

located resource from the virtual cell region could potentially free 537

up resources for other users residing outside the virtual cell re- 538

gion and help towards resolve congestion in the problematic cell, 539

thereby improving the overall network performance. 540

541

t- 542

s- 543

in 544

or 545

ed 546

nd 547

th 548

D 549
(Jo) (Jo

with the minimum amount of sub-frames SF re-configured towar

the congestion direction. For example if the current configurati

F [x(Jo)] employs a DL/UL ratio of 8:1, i.e. configuration 5 in Table

and there is a need to enhance the potential of UL resources t

wards the virtual cell region, then re-configuring the minimu

sub-frames towards the UL direction would result in a new T

LTE frame Fn[x(Jo)] with an UL/DL ratio 7:2, i.e. configuration 4

Table 1, while in the following iteration if the intention is to e

hance UL resources even further would result in a Fn[x(Jo)] with

UL/DL ratio of 6:3, i.e. configuration 3 in Table 1.

A new frame is adopted by the system becoming the cu

rent one, continuing such an iterative process provided that t

throughput change associated with the average user is still b

yond the performance target threshold, i.e. x(Jo)[tp] > tpth, othe

wise it ceases, breaking the iterative process, as shown in line

to 18. As stated before, once a neighbor cell is selected, potentia

with a re-configured TD-LTE frame, a virtual cell is formed a

then Algorithm 2 allocate resources towards specific users fro

the overloaded cell based on their location (i.e. the users residi

within the virtual cell region) and interference conditions. The r

source allocation is performed based on the user’s SINR levels a

throughput based on Eqs. (7) and (8).

In particular, Algorithm 2 initiates a set vCellUE to keep a reco

of the users assigned to the virtual cell region and creates a s

of active users residing in a congested cell Uo, which is sorted

an incremental order according to the SINR experienced, γ i, o,

shown in lines 1 and 2 respectively. For each active user sta

ing from the one with the minimum γ i, o, line 3, the algorith

checks if the user throughput tp(i) is below or equal with the pr

determined threshold tpth in line 4. The rational for assessing fi

users with the minimum γ i, o is to try to improve the performan

of users that are more in need since their SINR level is the lowe

For a user with throughput lower than the performance target, i

tp(i) < tpth, the algorithm examines whether it is beneficial to

locate such a user to the virtual cell region, in lines 4 to 14. To a

complish this, initially the algorithm in lines 5 and 6 calculates t

capacity gain Cg and capacity loss Cl, as elaborated in Section 3.3

In case the capacity gain is greater than the capacity loss, t

user is allocated in the virtual cell region. The algorithm adds th

user to the vCellUE set and subtracts the allocated resources rx(Jo)

from the potential resources βx(Jo)
that can be used within the v
Please cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An

agement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
4. System simulation and result analysis’

We carried out event based system level simulations in Ma

lab to evaluate the performance of the proposed SDN based ela

tic resource management solution that introduces virtual cells

TD-LTE networks. We considered a standard 19-site and 3-sect

hexagonal network layout, altogether forming 57 cells and adopt

the evaluation methodology defined in [28]. The motivation behi

our experimentation is to compare our virtual cell proposal wi

the existing standards study performed in [5] and the basic TD
SDN architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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static UL/DL configuration. For this reason we adopted 3GPP TR550

36.828 experimentation scenario and parameters, which are com-551

monly used for driving standards contribution in 3GPP RAN Work-552

ing Groups. UEs are randomly distributed in the service area and553

can access the system following a Poisson traffic model, with a554

mean arrival rate λ. Each UE accessing the system is capable of555

transmitting a file of size 0.5MB in both UL and/or DL transmis-556

sion direction at different Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs), as-557

suming that the traffic portion per transmission direction is gener-558

ated randomly. The system load is controlled by varying the user559

arrival rate that represents the average number of users accessing560

the system for transmitting and/or receiving a file. The traffic load561

of a cell is measured based on the number of active users at a 562

given time and the number of resources used out of the total avail- 563

able resources. The detailed simulation parameters summarized in 564

Table 3 are based-on the 3GPP LTE system specification [28]. 565

We considered a scenario where at any given time, any random 566

cell in the network may experience very high traffic in UL or DL 567

leading to pseudo-congestion, while the other regions in the net- 568

work carry relatively medium/low traffic. Considering this traffic 569

scenario, we compared the following TD-LTE frame configuration 570

schemes including: 571

• Static configuration 1, where all eNBs employ the same UL/DL 572

configuration, with a subframe ratio of 60% DL and 40% UL. 573
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Cell specific adaptive re-configuration, where the UL/DL sub-

frame ratio is dynamically selected from the set of seven po-

tential TD-LTE frame configurations. The selection of a suitable

UL/DL configuration for individual cells is based on estimations

of the uplink and downlink traffic demands as detailed in [4].

Virtual cell, that utilizes resources from more than a single cell.

Virtual cells are created by the SDN controller, which may op-

tionally enforce an UL/DL re-configuration to a particular cell in

order to secure adequate resources for the virtual cell region.

Under the virtual cell scheme eNBs can still perform locally a

cell specific adaptive re-configuration.
ease cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An SDN

ement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.co
The gain in the throughput performance can be observed in 5

. 3 for DL and Fig. 4 for the UL, which shows the throughput 5

ulative distribution function (CDF) graphs comparing the three 5

rementioned configuration schemes. From both figures it is ob- 5

us that the Virtual Cell Configuration achieves significant gains 5

throughput compared to Cell Specific Adaptive Re-configuration 5

Static Config. 1. 5

This gain is achieved considering both, the users having low 5

R conditions that may reside at the cell edge and the users with 5

tively higher SINR levels, that may reside in the inner cell and 5

rounding regions. The throughput of high SINR inner cell users 5
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Fig. 9. Downlink Mean and Low SINR Users’ Throughput Normalized to the Virtual Cell Configuration.
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Fig. 10. Uplink Mean and Low SINR Users’ Throughput Normalized to the Virtual Cell Configuration.

in DL and UL are presented distinctly in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively.596

From the figures, it can be observed that high SINR inner cell users597

do not exhibit loss in throughput for the virtual cells. This clearly598

indicates that virtual cells have no negative impact on the system599
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Figs. 7 and 8 show solely the low SINR edge users throug

put for DL and UL directions. It can be clearly observed that t

virtual cell configuration offers significant gains for the low SIN

edge users compare to the Cell Specific Adaptive Re-configurati

and Static Config. 1.

The gains offered by the Virtual Cell Configuration are summ

rized in Figs. 9 and 10, which shows the comparison between t

throughput of low SINR edge users, the mean user throughput a

the throughput of high SINR inner cell users of the three schem

in DL and UL directions respectively.
Please cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An

agement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
figuration and Static Config. 1. Clearly, both schemes that provi

a flexible UL/DL configuration, i.e. the Cell Specific Adaptive R

configuration and Virtual Cell Configuration, result in higher over

throughput, thereby outperforming the Static Config. 1, improvi

the performance of low SINR users.

In particular, we can observe from Figs. 9 and 10 that the V

tual Cell Configuration provides around 25% improvement in t

low SINR user throughput in DL and around 20% in the UL com

pared to the Cell Specific Adaptive Re-configuration, while 35% a

30% compared to Static Config. 1, in the DL and UL respectively. F

the mean user throughput the Virtual Cell Configuration shows
SDN architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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rovement of 10% in the DL and around 6% in the UL compared

the Cell Specific Adaptive Re-configuration, while around 16%

12% compared to the Static Config. 1 in DL and UL respectively.

high SINR inner cell users do not experience any negative im-

t on their performance but instead experience a small gain of

and 3% compared to the Cell Specific Adaptive Re-configuration

a gain of around 7% and 6% compared to the Static Config. 1

DL and UL directions respectively. The reason behind this is due

the fact that some of the low SINR edge users that are served

the virtual cell configuration could free up certain amount of
ease cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An SDN

ement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.co
50 60 70 80

ms)

y CDF.

ources that were previously allocated by the serving eNB. These 6

ed up resources can be allocated to the remaining users. 6

Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the delay CDFs of the aforemen- 6

ed three schemes for the DL and UL respectively. It can be ob- 6

ved that the Virtual Cell Configuration achieves significant gains 6

transmission delay compared to the Cell Specific Adaptive Re- 6

figuration and Static Config. 1 both for low SINR users, which 6

y reside at the cell edge and other users who experience rel- 6

ely higher SINR levels, that may reside in the inner cell and 6

rounding regions. 6
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Fig. 13. Downlink High SINR Inner Cell Users’ Delay CDF.
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The delay of high SINR inner cell users in DL and UL are d

tinctly presented in Figs. 13 and 14. From the figures, it can

observed that high SINR inner cell users do not experience an i

creased delay in case of the virtual cell configuration. This confirm

that virtual cell configuration has no negative impact on the ove

all system performance.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the low SINR edge users delay for DL a

UL directions. It can be clearly observed that the virtual cell co

figuration offers significant improvements in terms of delay for t
low SINR edge users.

Please cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An

agement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
The gains in the transmission delay can also be visualiz

in Figs. 17 and 18 for the DL and UL direction respectively.

expected, the results are aligned with the throughput gains,

throughput and delay are closely related metrics. To assess the ga

in delay offered by the Virtual Cell Configuration, the delay me

sures of Cell Specific Adaptive Re-configuration and Static Config

are normalized to the delay of the Virtual Cell Configuration. Fro

Figs. 17 and 18 it can be observed that low SINR users in the V

tual Cell Configuration introduce around 25% and 20% less del
than the low SINR users in cell Specific Adaptive Re-configuration, 665
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Fig. 15. Downlink Low SINR Inner Cell Users’ Delay CDF.
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pectively.

It is also noted that there is no increase in delay of high SINR

er cell users. In fact a slight reduction in delay of about 5%

3% is observed compared to the Cell Specific Adaptive Re-

figuration while around 7% and 6% compared to the Static Con-

1 in DL and UL directions. Also, the mean transmission de-

for Virtual Cell Configuration is reduced by 10% and 6% in

DL and UL direction compared to the Cell Specific Adaptive

configuration and around 16% and 12% compared to the Static
fig. 1. reg

ease cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An SDN

ement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.co
Virtual Cell Configuration outperforms the state of the art 6

chanisms mainly because it can dynamically allocate sub-frames 6

hin neighboring cells’ overlapping regions for the UL or DL 6

ections according to the real time traffic demands. This pro- 6

es enhanced flexibility by allowing the system to program the 6

work resources on-demand considering a global network view 6

ressing users’ demands at particular cell areas and resolving 6

udo congestion. 6

It is also evident that the users residing in the virtual cell 6
ion and served via multiple eNBs could potentially free up 687
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Fig. 17. Downlink Mean and Low SINR Users’ Delay Normalized to the Virtual Cell Configuration.
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Fig. 18. Uplink Mean and Low SINR Users’ Delay Normalized to the Virtual Cell Configuration.

resources for other users in the cell, which may experience en-688

hanced SINR improving the overall network performance.689
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With the help of SDN based resource management and the u

of virtual cells, operators can maintain a tight control over the ne

work with the ability to flexibly allocate resources on-demand, n

only to the end users but also to the OTT applications consideri

the user subscription plans and SLAs. In particular, mobile oper

tors may dynamically program the network to address the traffi

needs while considering UL and DL traffic separately, resolving s

uations that could lead to congestion. In addition, mobile operato

can handle efficiently the service elasticity requirements of clo

providers enhancing the quality of experience taking full advanta

of the network resource availability.
Please cite this article as: K. Samdanis et al., TD-LTE virtual cells: An

agement, Computer Communications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016
This paper introduced an SDN-based network management a

chitecture and control mechanisms to provide resource elastic

in a TD-LTE system. Such a resource management flexibility intr

duced by this proposal can enhance the UL/DL diversity in a RA

deployment increasing performance gains, while providing a k

enabler for the network operators to support a broad range of O

application and cloud services with a wide variety of UL/DL tra

fic demands. The proposed mechanism can address flexibly UL a

DL traffic requirements in an autonomous manner addressing e

fectively pseudo-congestion by forming virtual cells enabling use

to utilize resource from multiple eNBs allowing customized fram
SDN architecture for user-centric multi-eNB elastic resource man-
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that resolve pseudo-congestion. An algorithm to manage the net-713

work resource providing flexibility and enhanced user performance714

has been introduced at the SDN controller to assess congestion715

situations and provide resolution via virtual cell provision and by716

enforcing TD-LTE frame re-configuration at selected eNBs. The re-717

sults obtained via system level simulations show significant im-718

provements in the average users performance including both edge719

users that reside within the virtual cell region and inner cell ones,720

without compromising the overall system performance. Further re-721

search is envisioned toward extending the proposed SDN based722

mechanisms considering split bearers and towards dynamic ad-723

justments in the mobile backhaul provisioning resources for lower724

layer transport mechanisms.725
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